The festival that consists of installations made primarily of light. Luminous works of art dispersed in various places of the city, projections and interactive presentations are prepared by an international group of artists especially for the presentation in Toruń.

Buildings and squares change their shapes and gain a new, previously unknown face thanks to illuminations and projections.

The festival combines three features: science (the way of implementation and projections are related to the astronomy and other sciences), art and people, as the festival theme is "the culture for all". The Bella Skyway Festival is an event addressed to all generations. To begin participating in the culture, it is enough to have a good will and be ready to get out of a house - this comfort is secured due to the non-commercial character of the event. The important feature of the Skyway is the possibility to be involved in accompanying special actions.

Organiser: the Toruń Cultural Agency.

>>> Website: www.bellaskyway.pl [2]
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